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Does your wardrobe make you look and feel fantastic? Not sure what's age-appropriate or where to

shop? Want to create a put-together look everyday? This step-by-step guide tells you how to

choose colors, shapes and styles for polished presence to feel genuine, confident, and sensational

inside and out. Hundreds of style tips, personal stories, client experiences, and industry experts

contribute to help you dress for your dreams.
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I don't know how other customers came to give this book five stars. I think they must be friends of

the author or publisher! And, incidentally, it does seem to have been self-published on the cheap,

which is a definite minus.Problems I have with this book include first, there are absolutely no color

photos at all! A serious omission in a style book which talks about color! There are a few rather

unclear black and white snapshots inserted next to the text, and that's all. A real problem when you

are trying to visualize what a color is like, or what a style would look like on a real person as

opposed to a small black and white photo.Second, the text is really basic and didn't tell me anything

I didn't know. I hoped I would learn more about expressing my own style in the clothes I wear. I

have worked through the Style Statement book, which is excellent, and have come up with my

statement key words, but I wanted concrete help in choosing clothes that would express this look in

everyday life. Well, guess what - zilch here! Just a short questionnaire, which again is very basic,

and doesn't give any advice or hints at all in how to select clothing that will embody your chosen

image words. What good is that?And as far as Ms Rothschild's color theory goes, she's seriously off

base here. She says it's only the color of your hair that counts! And this is nonsense. All your



coloring counts - your eyes, your skin and your hair all seen together. You need to find your color

type based on all these factors. The Sci-Art system admittedly uses only the skintone as a guide,

but this is much more useful than using the hair color, as this book does. You can always change

your hair color, and if you have, it isn't a guide at all as to your own basic coloring.
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